Malcolm-Ieuan: Roberts.
180 Haven Road
Pullenvale QLD 4069
Monday, February 11th, 2013
Dr. Rob Vertessy
Director
Bureau of Meteorology
GPO Box 2334
Canberra ACT 2601
Dear Dr. Vertessy:
LAWFUL NOTICE BY REGISTERED POST WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION
WITHOUT PREJUDICE AND IN GOOD FAITH
Enclosed is a copy of my investigation into climate science and claims made by academics and
agencies funded by government. It confirms that you have failed in our past communication to
provide empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning that human carbon dioxide
(CO2) caused/causes/will cause global warming (aka climate change).
My report discusses your claims and statements. It is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge. I offer you this opportunity though to identify, specify and justify significant
material errors you may perceive in my report. If you consider such errors exist please identify
them specifically and provide empirical scientific evidence and/or facts. Please simultaneously
declare your personal financial interests in advocating the claim that human CO2 should be cut.
If I have not received a specific and scientifically or factually justifiable list together with your
declaration by Friday, March 1st, 2013 I will assume you do not disagree with my report.
Unless you have empirical scientific evidence and reasoning of damaging warming caused by
human CO2, please cease making direct or implied public claims that human production of
CO2 needs to be cut. Please withdraw your past claims and BOM reports. If you continue
making such claims and fail to retract past claims you will be knowingly misleading the public
and parliament. Please stop advocating policies harming humanity and/or the environment.
In the interests of accountability and transparency this letter and your response(s), if any, will
be posted on the Internet.
Yours sincerely,
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